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=520  \\$aKirsten's parents are barely speaking to each other, and her best friend has fallen under the 

spell of the school's queen bee, Brianna. It seems like only Kirsten's younger science-geek sister is on 

her side. Walker's goal is to survive at the new white private school his mom has sent him to because she 

thinks he's going to screw up like his cousin. But he's a good kid. So is his friend Matteo, though no one 

knows why he'll do absolutely anything that hot blond Brianna asks of him. But all of this feels almost 

trivial when Kirsten and Walker discover a secret that shakes them both to the core. 
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=520  \\$aThis National Book Award Finalist is now a major motion picture -- one of the most buzzed-

about films at Sundance 2013, starring Shailene Woodley (star of The Fault in our Stars and Divergent) 

and Miles Teller (star of Whiplash).SUTTER KEELY. HE'S the guy you want at your party. He'll get 

everyone dancing. He' ll get everyone in your parents' pool. Okay, so he's not exactly a shining academic  

star. He has no plans for college and will probably end up folding men's shirts for  a living. But there are 

plenty of ladies in town, and with the help of Dean Martin  and Seagram's V.O., life's pretty fabuloso, 

actually. Until the morning he wakes  up on a random front lawn, and he meets Aimee. Aimee's clueless. 

Aimee is a social  disaster. Aimee needs help, and it's up to the Sutterman to show Aimee a splendiferous  

time and then let her go forth and prosper. But Aimee's not like other girls, and  before long he's in way 

over his head. For the first time in his life, he has the  power to make a difference in someone else's life--

or ruin it forever.From the Hardcover edition. 
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=490  0\$aTortall: Daughter of the Lioness. 

=520  \\$aWhen you gamble with kingdoms, all bets are off. Legends are born in this thrilling and New 

York Times bestselling spy saga from the fantasy author who is legend herself: Tamora Pierce.Aly is from 

a family known for great deeds. She is the daughter of Alanna, the famed knight and King's Champion of 

Tortall. But even though she is bold and brave, like her mother, her true talents lie on her father's side, in 

the art of spying. When Aly is captured by pirates and sold as a slave to an exiled royal family in the 

faraway Copper Isles, she strikes a bargain with the trickster god. If she can keep young noblewomen 

Sarai and Dove safe for the summer, then he will return Aly to her family. The task should be simple, but 

Sarai and Dove are anything but. It's a time of murderous plotting at court, and Aly will need to rely on her 

training and the insights of a strange young man named Nawat to survive in a world where trust can cost 



you your life. "Tamora Pierce's books shaped me not only as a young writer but also as a young woman. 

She is a pillar, an icon, and an inspiration. Cracking open one of her marvelous novels always feels like 

coming home."&amp;#8212;SARAH J. MAAS, #1 New York Times bestselling author "Tamora Pierce 

didn't just blaze a trail. Her heroines cut a swath through the fantasy world with wit, strength, and savvy. 

Her stories still lead the vanguard today. Pierce is the real lioness, and we're all just running to keep 

pace."&amp;#8212;LEIGH BARDUGO, #1 New York Times bestselling author 
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=490  0\$aDormia. 

=520  \\$aEver since returning from Dormia, Alfonso has enjoyed sleeping in a bed like anormal person. 

No more waking up at the top of a tree or the edge of a cliff. In fact,no sleepwalking at all. But then, while 

visiting France on a class trip, Alfonso feels that strange andfamiliar pull of sleep. Upon waking, he finds 

himself in the belly of a ship headedto Egypt. In his backpack are a few old books and a vial of medicine 

he stole whileasleep. Something is calling Alfonso back to Dormia. Perhaps it's the Founding Tree? 

Orperhaps it's the man he sees in his dreams&amp;#8212;the one who looks just like his 

deceasedfather? Whatever it is, Alfonso is powerless to resist.Storytellers Jake Halpern and Peter 

Kujawinski take Alfonso on another fantasticalquest to Dormia&amp;#8212;and beyond&amp;#8212;to a 

vast underground world that holds the answerto a terrifying message: Let me tell you of a dark shadow 

tree and the world's end. 
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=520  \\$aAnne Rivers Siddons's New York Times bestselling novel about four friends whose lives are 

forever changed by the events of one summer.For fifteen years, four "girls of August" would gather 

together to spend a week at the beach, until tragedy interrupts their ritual. Now they reunite for a startling 

week of discoveries.The ritual began when they were in their twenties and their husbands were in medical 

school, and became a mainstay of every summer thereafter. Their only criteria was oceanfront and 

isolation, their only desire to strengthen their far-flung friendships. They called themselves the Girls of 

August. But when one of the Girls dies tragically, the group slowly drifts apart and their vacations together 

are brought to a halt.Years later, a new marriage reunites them and they decide to come together once 

again on a remote barrier island off the South Carolina coast. There, far from civilization, the women 

uncover secrets that will change them in ways they never expected. 
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=520  \\$aPeter Heller, the celebrated author of the breakout best seller The Dog Stars, returns with an 

achingly beautiful, wildly suspenseful second novel about an artist trying to outrun his past.  Jim Stegner 

has seen his share of violence and loss. Years ago he shot a man in a bar. His marriage disintegrated. 

He grieved the one thing he loved. In the wake of tragedy, Jim, a well-known expressionist painter, 

abandoned the art scene of Santa Fe to start fresh in the valleys of rural Colorado. Now he spends his 

days painting and fly-fishing, trying to find a way to live with the dark impulses that sometimes overtake 

him. He works with a lovely model. His paintings fetch excellent prices. But one afternoon, on a dirt road, 

Jim comes across a man beating a small horse, and a brutal encounter rips his quiet life wide open. 

Fleeing Colorado, chased by men set on retribution, Jim returns to New Mexico, tormented by his own 

relentless conscience. A stunning, savage novel of art and violence, love and grief, The Painter is the 

story of a man who longs to transcend the shadows in his heart, a man intent on using the losses he has 

suffered to create a meaningful life.This eBook edition includes a Reading Group Guide. 
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=520  \\$aSparkling and sophisticated, this sometimes hilarious, sometimes heartbreaking debut novel 

tells the story of a very messy, very high-profile divorce and the endearingly cynical young lawyer 

dragooned into handling it.  Twenty-nine-year-old Sophie Diehl is happy toiling away as a criminal law 

associate at an old-line New England firm, where she very much appreciates that most of her clients are 

trapped behind bars. Everyone at Traynor, Hand knows she abhors face-to-face contact, but one week, 

with all the big partners out of town, Sophie is stuck handling the intake interview for the daughter of the 

firm's most important client.  After eighteen years of marriage, Mayflower descendant Mia Meiklejohn 

Durkheim has just been served divorce papers in a humiliating scene at the popular local restaurant, 

Golightly's. Mia is now locked and loaded to fight her eminent and ambitious husband, Dr. Daniel 

Durkheim, Chief of the Department of Pediatric Oncology at Mather Medical School, for custody of their 



ten-year-old daughter Jane. Mia also burns to take him down a peg. Sophie warns Mia that she's never 

handled a divorce case before, but Mia can't be put off. The way she sees it, it's her first divorce, too. For 

Sophie, the whole affair will spark a hard look at her own relationships&amp;#8212;with her parents, 

colleagues, friends, lovers, and, most important, herself.  A rich, layered novel told entirely through 

personal correspondence, office memos, e-mails, articles, handwritten notes, and legal documents, The 

Divorce Papers offers a direct window into the lives of an entertaining cast of characters never shy about 

speaking their minds. Original and captivating, Susan Rieger's brilliantly conceived and expertly crafted 

debut races along with wit, heartache, and exceptional comedic timing, as it explores the complicated 

family dynamic that results when marriage fails&amp;#8212;as well as the ever-present risks and coveted 

rewards of that thing called love. 
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=490  0\$aThe Last Survivors. 

=520  \\$aThe eagerly awaited addition to the series begun with the New York Times best-seller Life As 

We Knew It, in which a meteor knocks the moon off its orbit and the world changes forever.It's been more 

than two years since Jon Evans and his family left Pennsylvania, hoping to find a safe place to live, yet 

Jon remains haunted by the deaths of those he loved. His prowess on a soccer field has guaranteed him 

a home in a well-protected enclave. But Jon is painfully aware that a missed goal, a careless word, even 

falling in love, can put his life and the lives of his mother, his sister Miranda, and her husband, Alex, in 

jeopardy. Can Jon risk doing what is right in a world gone so terribly wrong? 
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=520  \\$aFor fans of the New York Times bestseller I Quit Sugar or Katie Couric's controversial food 

industry documentary Fed Up, A Year of No Sugar is a "delightfully readable account of how [one family] 

survived a yearlong sugar-free diet and lived to tell the tale...A funny, intelligent, and informative memoir." 

&#8212;Kirkus It's dinnertime. Do you know where your sugar is coming from? Most likely everywhere. 

Sure, it's in ice cream and cookies, but what scared Eve O. Schaub was the secret world of 

sugar&#8212;hidden in bacon, crackers, salad dressing, pasta sauce, chicken broth, and baby food. With 

her eyes opened by the work of obesity expert Dr. Robert Lustig and others, Eve challenged her husband 

and two school-age daughters to join her on a quest to quit sugar for an entire year.  Along the way, Eve 

uncovered the real costs of our sugar-heavy American diet&#8212;including diabetes, obesity, and 

increased incidences of health problems such as heart disease and cancer. The stories, tips, and recipes 

she shares throw fresh light on questionable nutritional advice we've been following for years and show 

that it is possible to eat at restaurants and go grocery shopping&#8212;with less and even no added 

sugar.  Year of No Sugar is what the conversation about "kicking the sugar addiction" looks like for a real 

American family&#8212;a roller coaster of unexpected discoveries and challenges.  "As an outspoken 

advocate for healthy eating, I found Schaub's book to shine a much-needed spotlight on an aspect of 

American culture that is making us sick, fat, and unhappy, and it does so with wit and 

warmth."&#8212;Suvir Sara, author of Indian Home Cooking "Delicious and compelling, her book is just 

about the best sugar substitute I've ever encountered."&#8212;Pulitzer Prize-winning author Ron Powers 
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=490  0\$aStargirl. 

=520  \\$aA modern-day classic and New York Times bestseller that celebrates the power of individuality 

and personal expression from beloved Newbery Medalist Jerry Spinelli.Stargirl. From the day she arrives 

at quiet Mica High in a burst of color and sound, the hallways hum with the murmur of "Stargirl, Stargirl." 

She captures Leo Borlock' s heart with just one smile. She sparks a school-spirit revolution with just one 

cheer. The students of Mica High are enchanted. At first.  Then they turn on her. Stargirl is suddenly 

shunned for everything that makes her different, and Leo, panicked and desperate with love, urges her to 

become the very thing that can destroy her: normal. In this celebration of nonconformity, Newbery 

Medalist Jerry Spinelli weaves a tense, emotional tale about the perils of popularity and the thrill and 

inspiration of first love.Don't miss the sequel, Love, Stargirl, and Jerry Spinelli's latest novel, The 

Warden's Daughter, about another girl who can't help but stand out.  "Spinelli is a poet of the 

prepubescent. . . . No writer guides his young characters, and his readers, past these pitfalls and 

challenges and toward their futures with more compassion." &amp;#8212;The New York TimesFrom the 

Hardcover edition. 
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=490  0\$aAshfall Trilogy. 

=520  \\$aIt&amp;#8217;s been over six months since the eruption of the Yellowstone supervolcano. Alex 

and Darla have been staying with Alex&amp;#8217;s relatives, trying to cope with the new reality of the 

primitive world so vividly portrayed in Ashfall, the first book in this series. It&amp;#8217;s also been six 

months of waiting for Alex&amp;#8217;s parents to return from Iowa. Alex and Darla decide they can wait 

no longer and must retrace their journey into Iowa to find and bring back Alex&amp;#8217;s parents to 

the tenuous safety of Illinois. But the landscape they cross is even more perilous than before, with life-

and-death battles for food and power between the remaining communities. When the unthinkable 

happens, Alex must find new reserves of strength and determination to survive. 
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=490  0\$aThe Sisterhood of the Traveling Pants. 

=520  \\$a"Funny, perceptive, and moving," raved USA Today of the first novel in the #1 New York Times 

bestselling Sisterhood of the Traveling Pants series by Ann Brashares, author of The Here and 

Now.Some friends just fit together. Once there was a pair of pants. Just an ordinary pair of jeans. But 

these pants, the Traveling Pants, went on to do great things. This is the story of the four 

friends&amp;#8212;Lena, Tibby, Bridget, and Carmen&amp;#8212;who made it possible.  "An 

outstanding and vivid book that will stay with readers for a long time." &amp;#8212;Publishers Weekly, 

Starred, Flying Start  "The loving depiction of enduring and solid friendship will ring true to readers." 

&amp;#8212;The Bulletin, Recommended  "A feel-good novel of substance." &amp;#8212;Kirkus 

Reviews, Starred "Uplifting." &amp;#8212;SeventeenPants = love. Love your pals. Love yourself.From 

the Trade Paperback edition. 
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=520  \\$aA New York Times BestsellerOne of James Patterson's "Favorite Thrillers for the Beach" (New 

York Times)"Haunting, sophisticated . . . a novel so twisty and well-told that it will appeal to older readers 

as well as to adolescents." &amp;#8212;Wall Street Journal"A rich, stunning summer mystery with a 

sharp twist that will leave you dying to talk about the book with a pal or ten." 

&amp;#8212;Parade.com"Thrilling, beautiful, and blisteringly smart, We Were Liars is utterly 

unforgettable." &amp;#8212;John Green, #1 New York Times bestselling author of The Fault in Our 

Stars"You're going to want to remember the title. Liars details the summers of a girl who harbors a dark 

secret, and delivers a satisfying, but shocking twist ending." &amp;#8212;Breia Brissey, Entertainment 

WeeklyA beautiful and distinguished family.A private island.A brilliant, damaged girl; a passionate, 

political boy.A group of four friends&amp;#8212;the Liars&amp;#8212;whose friendship turns 

destructive.A revolution. An accident. A secret.Lies upon lies.True love.The truth. We Were Liars is a 

modern, sophisticated suspense novel from New York Times bestselling author, National Book Award 

finalist, and Printz Award honoree E. Lockhart. Read it.And if anyone asks you how it ends, just LIE."An 

ambitious novel with an engaging voice, a clever plot and some terrific writing." &amp;#8212;New York 

Times Book Review"No one should be talking about the shocking twist ending. What we can talk about 

is...[Lockhart's] razor-sharp portrayal of a family for whom keeping up appearances is paramount and, 

ultimately, tragic." &amp;#8212;The Chicago Tribune 
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=520  \\$aKept from the early 1930s through the mid-1940s by a young Chicagoan, this diary provides a 

fascinating, detailed record of the life of an astute and witty teenage girl during the Great Depression and 



the lead-up to World War II. The only daughter of a working-class Swedish immigrant and his wife, this 

everyday girl describes her life growing up in the city&amp;#8212;from pining for handsome boys in 

ROTC uniforms and bus trips between the Art Institute and her home to her love of Lake Michigan and, 

later, her campus life at the University of Chicago. Along the way she ruminates about the daily headlines 

and major touchstones of the era: the Lindbergh kidnapping, FDR on the radio, Goodbye Mr. Chips and 

Citizen Kane, Garbo, Churchill, Hitler, war work, and Red Cross meetings. Poems, doodles, and drawings 

of the latest dress, outfit, or haircut accompany the entries. The&#160;diary&#160;is an entertaining and 

delightful read as well as a&#160;vivid account of a real American girl's lived experiences. 
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